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1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or
identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

My environmental values - 
The Gulf is a huge body of placid water that is a sanctuary for visiting and resident
marine animals of all types and sizes. When I walk along the Western beaches of the
Gulf I know that there are close to 600 species of marine life in that water, many of
which populate the World Heritage protected Ningaloo Reef and some of which are
not found anywhere else on our planet. This makes me feel so lucky to have been
born in WA. 
I know that the mangroves on the Southern shore SEQUESTER CARBON and are a
nursery for juvenile sharks. 
Migratory birds from Siberia and other places rest and feed here.

Why on earth would we put any of this at risk??

The sun shines hot and the wind blows strong on the Exmouth peninsula - this would
be the only large scale development I would be happy to see on the peninsula -
renewable energy with battery storage and a recycling and green FOGO type waste
disposal system. This could make the town carbon neutral and create jobs without
any environmental, social or cultural repercussions whatsoever!
I am not taken in for one minute by Gascoyne Gateway's claims that they will build a
"green" deep water port. What do they mean when they say they can 'leave it better
than they found it'??( ABC Radio720 Pilbara 9/11/2020). I don't think I would be
trusting a business consortium to replenish local aquifers when there are ancient
karst systems of global significance through the area.

My social values -
I know that if I got in the tinny with my son & daughter who live and work in
Exmouth, and we went to the right spot and got in the water there is a chance that we
would come within safe communicating distance of a large turtle, or a humpback
whale, AND perhaps it would be a mother and her calf, safely resting and feeding for
their great journey South. We could not do this anywhere else. 
Local people sharing knowledge and stories of their experiences in the oceans and on
land in this unindustrialised area is very important to me and I know that protecting
this unique environment is a priority for locals and visitors alike. 

The Milyering Visitor Centre and the Exmouth Visitor Centre are wonderful places
to find out the amazing things we need to know about and can see in this inspiring
place. 
Being on the shore of the Gulf or in the canyons gives me a great sense of peace and
tranquility, something we all especially need in 2020.

My cultural values -
Exmouth is a small remote country town with a terrific reputation for unique holiday



experiences and a relaxed lifestyle for residents and visitors, no matter what our age
or interests - if we are white.
I have been wondering why there are not so many indigenous people living on the
Exmouth peninsula in recent times. I found out that the peninsula was part of the
Yinikurtira peoples land (Wikipedia). When pastoral leases were granted from 1876,
the Yinikurtira "were decimated by the practice of blackbirding and introduced
diseases". Perhaps this is the reason their descendants from related language groups
prefer not to live in the area. I see these frequent business proposals for development
on Native Title lands (e.g. Exmouth Gulf, taking of water for irrigation from the
Fitzroy River) as a continuation, since 1788, of the lack of acknowledgement of the
importance of Aboriginal culture. Sacred sites are destroyed with impunity by
foreign companies and our governments alike and in a short space of time these
activities impact the ecosystems of these peoples' land forever. 

   2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Walking on beaches especially at sunset, exploring the canyons and Yardie creek,
swimming, taking photos, looking at the stars in the clear night skies. Before Covid 19
my family was excited to be the only four people in Turquoise Bay on the first day I
visited it.

   3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

The pressures of tourism were already apparent even before our state's internal
borders were opened and 20,000 people discovered or revisited Exmouth. The coastal
dune habitats are being damaged due to sheer numbers of people, illegal parking and
camping. There is a big problem with waste as Exmouth has no recycling facilities so
everything goes to landfill.

   4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your
sector or business?
I am not personally affected by current environmental factors except for the worries
I have about what is proposed for the Gulf which affect me greatly. 

   5.  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you
are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?
I am aware of the Subsea 7 proposal, the Gascoyne Gateway proposal which includes
a deep water jetty which will allow cruise liners into the Gulf carrying thousands of
passengers, and the transport and storage of millions of litres of fuel, and the K&S
Ashburton Salt project. These will all have very damaging and permanent impacts on
the Gulf. I am now realising that some or all of these, or similar proposals are the
reason why the WA government did not nominate the Gulf for World Heritage listing
as recommended by the IUCN in 2010. I believe the current WA government should
reject all these private business proposals for the Exmouth Gulf and consider them
only for regions that are already industrialised, if at all. The Government must also
make all these proposals available for public scrutiny, including who the backers are,
so that we can make informed decisions about our votes in the State elections in
March. Imagine how we would feel if any of these were built and then sold off to 2nd
or 3rd parties who could then sell them to a foreign power? The same as we feel
about our pastoral properties and the port of Darwin being sold to foreign entities.
Outraged.

Imagine how we would feel if a cyclone ravaged Exmouth as they have done in the
past, and millions of litres of diesel fuel ended up in the waters of the Gulf, or anti-



fouling chemicals from the pipe bundles got into the water aquifers and the karst
systems? Or a fuel tanker started leaking while driving driving the through World
Heritage area to get into theGulf The same as we feel about the killing off of the
Great Barrier Reef by  fossil fuels and climate change. Devastated.

Imagine how we would feel if humpback whales and whale sharks and turtles no
longer came to the Gulf because they could no longer hear each other and were
getting hit by fuel tankers and pipe bundles and cruise liners. I believe all these
proposals will be the death of the Eco tourism industry. None of these vessels are
easily manoeuverable. All of these vessels either support the fossil fuel industry on the
very edge of our World Heritage Areas and beyond, or contribute to fossil fuel
emissions. It all beggars belief that these proposals are being considered when we
have a climate emergency on our hands.
It seems to me that before too long the one deep water jetty would not be enough and
since Exmouth Shire would have changed all the land use zones, further
industrialisation would continue unabated for the next hundred years! Who will want
to visit the area then? 

PLEASE make recommendation to the WA government to nominate the Exmouth
Gulf for World Heritage Listing so that we don't have to defend it time and time
again.
Thank you.




